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Mike Weir is vice president of Worldwide Strategy and Marketing for
the LaserJet and Enterprise Solutions (LES) business within the HP
Printing and Personal Systems group (PPS). In this role, Weir is
responsible for driving current and future product marketing,
strategy and planning, product design and partner managed print
services (MPS). In doing so, he leverages a deep understanding of the
HP LES business to instill innovation in the overall product and
solutions portfolio.
Weir has more than 25 years of experience working at HP. Previously,
he held a variety of roles in worldwide operations for HP’s Imaging
and Printing Group (IPG), including driving sales and channel
operations and helping launch HP into the MPS market. In addition,
Weir drove strategy, planning and customer intelligence, as well as
consumer segment marketing functions for HP IPG. In these roles,
Weir rearchitected the planning and insights processes to better
evaluate the sources for growth for HP IPG, align the organization
on its key priorities and assure that HP IPG had the right portfolio
of products and services.
Weir also served as the vice president and general manager of HP’s
Small and Medium Business (SMB) organization in North America.
During this time, he had profit and loss accountability for more
than $2 billion in revenue and achieved the No. 1 market share
position for HP in the SMB segment by exceeding quota and growing
twice the rate of the market while exceeding profit goals.
Prior to these positions, Weir managed HP’s Intel-based desktop,
notebook and server businesses in North America, and also managed
marketing for the Office Product Division. It was during this time
that he led the design and introduction of HP’s first All-In-One
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flatbed print, copy and scan device, helping create a new category
that is now a multibillion dollar business for HP. In addition, he
held a variety of product management roles in HP IPG and the HP
Personal Systems Group, including helping HP launch into the Intelbased server business in 1992.
Weir’s education includes an MBA from Wharton, University of
Pennsylvania; and a BA in Mathematics/Economics from the University
of California, San Diego.
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